
Cataloging Remote Electronic Resources*

Hope Breeze**

Despite previous difficulties encountered by law librarians trying to catalog
LEXIS and Westlaw databases, Ms. Breeze argues that the time has come for
libraries to catalog remote access electronic resources. She discusses the var-
ious choices that need to be made once the decision to catalog such resources
is reached.

¶1 Organizing access to remote electronic resources could be the greatest chal-
lenge faced by modern cataloging. Not only are there numerous obstacles to pro-
viding such access, but many librarians raise the issue of whether resources whose
availability and maintenance are controlled by external agencies should be cata-
loged at all. This article will attempt to examine some of the reasons why cata-
loging remote access resources is a desirable activity, as well as discuss the fac-
tors that make this process so frustrating.

¶2 Remote access is defined by the Library of Congress as “. . . access to an
electronic resource resident in a carrier that a user cannot physically handle, i.e.,
a resource accessed, processed, executed, etc., remotely. This type of access is
often referred to as ‘online’ access.”1 The World Wide Web is currently the medi-
um by which most remote resources are accessed. Its rapid growth as a source of
research materials has many libraries grappling with ways to manage access for
the greatest benefit to its primary patrons. Although the prospect of providing full-
text source material electronically is a relatively new phenomenon for most
libraries, law libraries have many years of experience in using the full-text remote
resources provided by the LEXIS-NEXIS and Westlaw databases. This might lead
one to think that law libraries have a headstart on others in providing catalog
access to these resources. The answer is yes and no.

LEXIS and Westlaw Cataloging Project

¶3 In 1987 a subcommittee of the Law Program Committee of the Research
Libraries Group (RLG) was appointed to organize a cooperative effort to catalog
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the resources available through LEXIS and Westlaw.2 With funding from the
respective database vendors, the State University of New York at Buffalo and the
University of Minnesota law libraries agreed to catalog those databases. The
University of Minnesota Law Library hired a cataloger and began to catalog the
Westlaw database in 1988.3 The project of the University at Buffalo Law Library
to catalog the LEXIS database was initiated in June 1989. Online Computer
Library Center (OCLC) and RLG agreed to devise ways to offer these catalog
records for purchase. 

¶4 The cataloging experience at the University of Buffalo has been well doc-
umented.4 The University of Buffalo staff began their project expecting to catalog
the thousand or so LEXIS files in a little over two years time. By August 1991,
they had cataloged over two thousand LEXIS files but, faced with a rapidly grow-
ing database, found they were far from completing the project. Not only did the
LEXIS database grow, its files were constantly reconfigured as sources were
added or deleted. Maintenance of existing catalog records became an over-
whelming task for the University of Buffalo cataloging staff.

¶5 Although the catalogers’ experience at the University of Minnesota has
not been as well documented, Gail Daly’s retrospective look at the project shows
that researchers were also frustrated.5 Many of the Westlaw records created by
Minnesota’s portion of the project contained information that quickly became out-
dated or was considered extraneous to researchers’ needs. There was also dissat-
isfaction with the way these records indexed in the local online catalog.6

¶6 Other law libraries that might have considered purchasing the records
were discouraged by the mounting problems, and OCLC and RLG discontinued
their efforts to offer the records as batch products. Funding for the projects was
not renewed, and the law libraries at Buffalo and Minnesota eventually removed
these records from their catalogs. Today, the only tangible result of this project is
a few hundred records that remain in the OCLC database but are not maintained
to reflect changes. They appear to be used by only a few, perhaps unwitting,
libraries.
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Why Catalog Remote Electronic Resources?

¶7 While the LEXIS/Westlaw cataloging project certainly “placed law librarians
on the cutting edge,”7 it has also fostered a great deal of caution and even trepi-
dation among law librarians toward cataloging remote access electronic
resources. The abandonment of this project in 1991, after four years of continu-
ous effort (two years of planning and two years of cataloging) has been a major
deterrent to similar attempts.

¶8 Despite these fears, there are still some good reasons why we should cat-
alog these materials. An obvious one is that advances in technology have enabled
online catalogs to operate within the World Wide Web environment. Catalogs
that are Web compatible provide the means to “hotlink” from catalog records to
remote resources. The online catalog can thus serve as a direct gateway to select-
ed Web sites.

¶9 As use of the World Wide Web to deliver information products continues to
grow, librarians are beginning to collect these virtual resources in much the same
way they collect print resources. Increasingly, libraries rely on electronic documents
and databases to fulfill the guidelines established for developing their collections.
Many of these resources, such as the titles offered through Westlaw and LEXIS-
NEXIS, duplicate titles that libraries already purchase and provide in paper format.
There are many others, such as the Richmond Journal of Law & Technology,8 which,
though published exclusively online, are still the sort of material libraries would pur-
chase if they were available in paper format. Some argue that “if a library takes steps
to provide access to a resource, then it should also publicize to its clientele that it is
available in the same way it does for other material, by including it in the catalog.”9

¶10 By cataloging remote electronic resources, a library provides access to its
“collection,” whether virtual or not, through one local index. For decades, librari-
ans have spent countless hours planning and developing a model for the valuable
reference tool we know as the library catalog. The result is a tool designed to econ-
omize searching in ways that do not exist among current Web search engines.
According to a Library of Congress manual on conversion of serials, “while local
networks and networks of networks such as the Internet have menu helps, directo-
ry structures, and searching tools to aid their users, they don’t yet provide the pre-
cision of a controlled vocabulary or the variety of search capabilities available
through a MARC cataloging record residing in an online catalog.”10 Whether Web
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search engines will ever provide this level of access is questionable. Researchers
are warned that “before relying too heavily on automated devices to navigate
through masses of digitized personal and archival research information, it is worth
examining the computing industry’s track record for developing interface and other
access software.”11 There is a great deal of interest in using MARC-like records
such as Dublin Core12 to structure the Web for better searching, but establishing a
record standard and then getting Web composers and editors to use it accurately
will not be easy. Further, given the penchant of Web publishers to tally hits to their
sites, any searchable metadata they create might be designed to capture attention
rather than provide description. Even if a metadata standard is established and
widely adopted, researchers are unlikely to find authority control other than
through the online catalog.

Cataloging Choices

¶11 So where do we begin? If we have learned nothing else from the
LEXIS/Westlaw cataloging project, we at least know how difficult this process
can be and how carefully we must make choices about what and how to catalog
remote access resources. Complicating the matter is the sheer number of choic-
es that need to be made and the lack of guidance on how to avoid making the
wrong ones. The latter is partly the result of how new this type of catalog access
still is and the fact that choices need to be tailored to the needs of individual
libraries. “Rather than arbitrarily attempting to catalog Web resources, libraries
must learn to use their limited resources in providing control in a way that 
is most advantageous to their own institutional purpose and mission.”13 Libraries
may choose to provide catalog access to resources that are licensed or available
as a result of other subscriptions.14 Libraries that are members of the Federal
Depository Library Program may decide to provide catalog access to those 
federal document titles that fall within the areas they select. Another choice 
that individual libraries may make is to catalog journals and other publications
that are available at no charge, provided they meet collection development 
guidelines.15
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¶12 Regardless of which remote resources a library chooses to catalog, deci-
sions concerning how to represent this access in a catalog record will require a
cooperative effort between public service and technical service librarians. Close
attention must be given to a variety of issues, such as whether to create separate
bibliographic records for electronic versions of concurrent paper publications.
Careful consideration should be given to what notes are needed, where they
should display, and how they should be worded. How to represent the hotlink may
be another issue. These are not trivial matters to libraries which strive for consis-
tency and clarity in their online catalogs, and some solutions will depend on the
particular library system being used. 

Maintaining the Records

¶13 The greatest hurdle to providing successful catalog access to remote elec-
tronic resources, both ten years ago with the LEXIS/Westlaw project and today, is
record maintenance. Catalog record maintenance is nothing new to law libraries
where collections consist overwhelmingly of serials and continuations, but the
lack of physical control over the materials cataloged is new. At least with nonvir-
tual materials there is evidence when titles change or issues are added; once in our
possession, they do not usually disappear and certainly will not relocate without
our knowledge and intervention. With remote electronic resources, however, any
of these events can happen and the cataloger may never have a clue to their occur-
rence. Given this uncertain situation, catalogers must find ways to minimize the
risk of an online catalog filled with records that provide nothing more than a hint
that the title may be out there somewhere.

¶14 First of all, libraries must be selective in determining which resources to
catalog. Some libraries may decide to avoid cataloging potentially high-mainte-
nance resources such as the contents of database products. These “aggregations”
of information are an easy way to enhance library collections, but are seldom
“fixed,” as the content of such databases may change without warning for a vari-
ety of reasons.16 This is doubtless the primary reason many libraries do not pro-
vide online catalog access to LEXIS-NEXIS and Westlaw. 

¶15 For those remote resources that a library does choose to catalog, careful
thought must be given to constructing the catalog record so that maintaining these
records does not become too burdensome. While detailed description may in gen-
eral serve to enhance record usefulness, it also increases the chances that the
record will become dated and less useful. A catalog record that concentrates on
identification and subject collocation to provide basic access may be more 
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practical for remote resources than one that strives to be fully descriptive.17

Perhaps information that is readily available at the site could be eliminated from
the catalog record. For instance, if dates of coverage are apparent from the Web
page, is it necessary to include this data in the catalog record? After all, the Web-
based catalog user can move from the catalog to the resource and back again in
seconds.

¶16 Some items of descriptive information must be included in the catalog
record, and techniques will need to be devised for keeping this data current.
Internet addresses that provide the hotlink are a prime example of such informa-
tion. Web addresses as they are currently constructed will not remain constant.
These addresses, or Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), are tied to a particular
file in a particular computer and will change each time a Web site is reorganized,
moved to a different hardware, or ownership of the site changes.18 Until there is a
standard system for identifying Web resources that can solve this problem, much
vigilance is needed to ensure that records provide accurate links.

¶17 A working group on Uniform Resource Names (URNs) of the Internet
Engineering Task Force19 is currently studying ways to define a framework for
URNs that will offer the means for persistent names for resources that are not
dependent on location as is the case with URLs.20

¶18 As libraries wait for a more global solution to the address problem or for
online catalog vendors to implement URL checkers, they look for other methods
of keeping links current. Some are using OCLC’s PURL (Persistent Uniform
Resource Locator) Service which was developed in anticipation of guidelines for
URN implementation. A PURL is an address that points to a record in a database
where the address is matched or resolved to the appropriate URL for the resource
being searched. As long as this registry of records is maintained so that changing
URLs continue to match the associated PURLs, the links in catalog records will
remain valid.21 OCLC operates a PURL server for this purpose but also offers the
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source code free of charge to anyone who wants to set up and run their own PURL
server. 

¶19 Other libraries are attempting to solve the problem of changing URLs by
using automated traversal programs to check for broken links. This type of soft-
ware essentially acts as a robot that is instructed to test links for a given infos-
tructure, in this case, the online catalog. It then passes that information along as
directed. The main drawback of this strategy is that human intervention is still
necessary to determine why links are broken and to fix them. Automated traver-
sal programs also are no help in determining if the content of the site continues to
represent what is described in the catalog record.22

Conclusion

¶20 While the prospect of providing one access point for all of a library’s research
resources, even remote electronic resources, is attractive, there are obvious prob-
lems with using the online catalog as that gateway. But these problems should not
keep libraries from taking advantage of the powerful access tool a Web-based
OPAC provides. The answer is clearly to compromise between providing catalog
access to all resources and providing none, and striking this balance by careful
planning. This planning should include clear reasons for cataloging these materi-
als, a policy for what categories are to be included, guidelines for record content,
and strategies for maintaining accurate data. Above all, it should be predicated on
providing access to resources that meet the collection mission of the library.
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